
Vintage styled wrist.
Bracelet with ornamental 
pendant.

crafting idea
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level of difficultytime required 
60 minutes

More craft ideas and additional material  
information can be found on our website.

22 691 06 Decorative metallic element, round 1 piece
44 001 02 Yarn, 2 mm ø, white 40 cm
22 768 06 Set of flat rings, gold 1/2 pack
22 904 16 Metal bead, 6 mm ø, pinkish-gold 1 piece
22 382 06 Ring, round, 4.6 mm ø, gold 4 pieces
22 415 06 Connector for jewellery cords, gold 1/2 pack
22 240 06 Magnetic clasp, round, 7 mm ø, gold 1 piece

Additionally you need:
89 379 00 Pointed-tip paper scissors 1 piece
89 541 00 Flat round pliers 2 pieces
33 397 00 Glue for jewellery
Ruler, tinfoil, large pin, wooden skewer

Instruction:

Used items:

1 Cut 2 pieces of cotton yarn, each 20 cm long. Untwist one piece of yarn 
so that you obtain three crimped strands. Tie these strands separately by 
laying them right next to one another to the larger gold metal flat ring.

2 Untwist the other piece of yarn as well. This time, string the pin-
kish-gold metal bead onto the strand. To facilitate the stringing, coat the 
end of the fluffy strand with jewellery glue and shape it with your fingers 
to get a pointed tip. Once the glue has dried out, you can easily string 
the bead on. Tie the entire strand to the opposite side of the ring with 
the metal bead facing upwards. Attach the metal decorative element in 
the middle of the tied yarns at each side of the ring using the two flat 
round pliers.

3 Check the length of the bracelet by putting it around your wrist. Take 
the clasp into account and cut off the yarn evenly. Put some glue for 
jewellery onto the ends of the strands and join them together between 
two fingers so that each end-point fits into the jewellery connector. For 
a better grip, apply some more glue for jewellery.

4 Insert it so that the closed side is on the back of the bracelet. Now close 
the jewellery connector by means of the flat round pliers. Use the small 
rings to attach the magnetic clasp to the ends.


